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i . WHOISTHESTUDENT?
., i ;

Thei hadieach went very pleasant summers visiting relativesi.
frolicking along beaches, and, at times. 'just goofinAoff." ath i ... .

stopped by this morning to say hello to their teacher. Thetr.sxcited i
Chatter and their friendly smileikelied their protesti thatschool was C

--the last place" they wanted tor . Here {hey were,telting ,their ' ,
r

-reacher about thernsefGes and ool, almoit in spite of themseives. -

-. Tony, 169. had' jtill re..urned from a nrotith's stay iii Arizona---:4' 1

Phoenix Pe was 4itick to add. aitherquiet, yet by no means an in- "'
0,..:4.

.
9 trovert, Tony by.his own estimation had become qiiite zn expert on .

-the, living habits aud geography of the American Southwest. He hag
always been an avid teadFr, talking abourwhat he had learned Ail
reading. Girls had not discovered Tony as yet, although heivas sho.:/-
irfg &Mous gestures toward making iontediscoveries of hi' qwn.
Finally there was the new...n.141 course in 'which he had just been
Orolled. His apprehensions w,ere'momestarity supplanted by his
pride in being Selected. ..../ wi r

w :. ' tr
Sara, 17, had not wanted to leave school Iasi Junefor summer

vacation, but she would not, have admitted it very readily. Along with (9
her classmates, she was bemoaning her-misfortune of onceragainte- :I e.,
inft back in school. Sara had never partjc.ipated in a.lot of schoofac-;
tivities, but she was a conscientious and active student. Unlike Tony, -
Sam seemed to thrive on her relationships with friends: particularly 4,

4 Boys. And, also unlike Tony, Sara seemed to to interested only in the
imm Lite world around herhome, school, chlirch, etc; Yet 'there
was cornmon experience that bound and for the greater part of their
lives may continue to bind Tony and Sara togethername-cplling,
stilt atization, ancreducational,confusiop. ; . 4 .. /I

I( ny and Sara we're destinedlo this type of eduCatiorteady in
*
their. \

public'OriZicareers when some well-intentioned educators decided'
that they would best be paladin classes for die educable or mildig:'?-'
mental' retardedThey are presently 11111101 schitol where' w

,A., pey remain Ur classes for the 'educationally handicaoped. '
,.: ' Just what sort of education students like Tony and Sara need is the

topic of much di yussion and controversy amongeduiators today,
...pis las lawtyakec, disputetheir legal rights. This report is based on the

research in the are of special education. It aims to help teachers learn
more about the issues while keeping sight qf the human nfcessities in

\
t.

e theii,prolessional responsibility. . . , I
;

. 4.
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1

4.

t
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Understanding Retardation

In' the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, many people
thought mental, retardation was exclusively a genetic, phenomenonf
One famous expositor of this type of thinking was Henry Goddard
who in 1912 developed thE concept of "fixed intelligence." (17) H'
believed that a child was born with a giyen or fixed range intellec-

\ tual ability that matured autonomously, independent of en itonmek
-

tal influences. In fact, Goddard considered environment 0 have_no-
t effect at all on the child's det;eloping cognition. There were many who

agreed withGoddard'i Hae9s; its imitijcations were that society had
no responeility for the development of a child's intellect as there was

1,../ little influ?nce it could effect.1This belief, with its roots in laissez-faire
fktlitical philosophy, still has a number of supporters today. Another

' L implitition of the genetic approacIfims that the retarded--- through
reproducing posed theithreat 'of contaminating healthy races and

\;culturts, .
Te.,ts have played a decisiyrolp in influenckkghOw we understand<

melital retarclation. Alfred\ Binet in 1905 was the first person to
de% lop a test for determining intelligence. Binet assumed that the-

. tasks on his tests required "intelligence" fdt completion and, for this
%von, his tests came' to be known as "intelligence tests."*Conse-", '
quently those who did not perform adequately were defined as in-
tsllectually subnomal. The content of the test in effect described the
condition of the taker. (23) Educalpri today are aware of the cir-
cularitx inherent in this form of testing and of the tremendous human
datnage lone by labeling people as subnormal intellectually, and
effeetiyely discarding them from socicty.

eopplar attitudes have changed in the last one-half century The
,. retarded a9r,no longer seen as a menace but rather as a group with

special needs. Most people today-consider an behavior, includingex-,t
ampleiof mental retardation, as a function of an individual'sgenetic
and personal history. In particular, medical and social scientists have
came to realize the crucial role learning, plays in infancy and
childhood for all childrenthe mildly retarded child as well as
the normal child. Although the reasons fbr mild retardation are
biological as well as environmental, the environmental reasons
are extremely important. Environment to a great extent shapes what
sort oyife a child will lead, what sort of person she/he will become.
Mildly retarded persons like Tony and Sara are capable of leading

6
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useful, important lives if the environment encourages h positive
deVelopment. / ', , .,

N.
46..

. . ' . .
, e

Definitions . , ..s
. . -,

, A generally agreed-upon definition of thental retardation is the 6 f
1 4,,

first fattor neceishry,for helping retarded students. In the American -, .

Assooiation on Metal Defiqiency's ()NAM D) sixth Manual on Ter- 4 .-

. mmology and Clas.Wfration in Menial Retardaiipn.inental re.tatitit..N
tion has been redefined.tg e?Fcluds the borderline Orilla! category
(68-83 StAnford-Binet or 70184 Wechsler). 4his in part reflects the
growing recognition s, chat environmental factors in a person's
developmental prbcess, ae"-srucial. 'The foll6Wing is'

AAlvIfirs
,

definiton: .. / . '

Ns

i.

Mental ryttardation refers to significantly suhavegiage >feral in- ' .4)

' t e I I e c t u a i. f u n 0 o n i n g existing concurrently with dekieits4in adap-
tive behavior.litt manifested .dur-Ing,the developmental period.

4t0 . . ,

. The AAMD's system of asiificatfon takes both a behavioral and Pi'

biomedical approach in &fining retardation. Other deftnitipti, such ,

as, the Ainerican Medical Association's, do the same. . i

The need for a common vocabulaiy is obvious. In rettnt yeai, the
, progress in research has been phenomenal; muctkof our biomedicar?

understaiitling today is predicated on fit ngs made ip the past,few'

years. Likewise. the growth in, tiehnologiestfor training and' i
rehabilitation has been tremendotis.. to ensure orderly, fruitful,
application of new research findings and 'technology,- clear coin-

niunication ia the field is essential and would geitnpossil?le without a

terminology. , .- .

The ftangers of'a global terminology, are equally obyiolis. Defini-

tion tendSto calcify or formularize what al times should be left flexi-
ble in order to include the complexities fisf human behavior., Inherent

in all professional terminologies is the tendency toward arrogant! of

power the unconscious self-satisfaction thatcan result fiom 31ow...
ing" one's subject. Definitions develdped in the name of sciencehave. i

at times been misleading, pandering tO theitears of what was looked A

upon as queer and abnormal. One important/a' rea of research that has

tempered confidence in definitions and the application of labels is 4

that of the self-fulfilling prophecy, pa rticAarly in relation to special

t
. .. / .

? 9 4*.-
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education. (4911n a-SSessi ng the mildly retarded student as a potential
leamer-teghers must take into account theii attitudes toward the
fulent's pelshn and socio-economic status, because at times

defi,nitio is may be a guise for subjective feelings rathfr than in-
struments of objeCtive research, Also in the area of self-fulfilling
prophecy, researd4 has shown that a teacher's expectation of a stu,
dent bastitontnental age as opposed to chronologicalagecan be
(lane ipcNrect,at the secondary level. This is not because of Any'un-
conscious prejudice on the part of the teacher-but rather because the
Conversion system from, mental age to chronological age for
Stanford-Binet has inherent limilatiOns. (5)

The Causes
Sidney W. Bijou feel', that the conditions responsible for

"subaverage .intellectual functioning," as defined by the American
Medical Association,, all into three categories, and he gives examples
within each one:

I. Biological, e.g., intrinsic neural organization, motor disorders,
and language'pathways

2. Socio-cultural, e.g., child-rearing patterns, educational facili-
ties, and medical care

3: Psychological, e.g., sensory deprivation, infant-maternal in-
teraction. an self-concepts. (3)

For Bijou, biological factors affect a person's ability to respond,to
her,' his environment which, in turn, enables further learning (or
perpetuates further deprivation). For Bijou and others, the biological
factors for mild retardation are probably less a cause for deprivation
than'are the social and psychokwical ones. Ofcourse, to be normal a
child must be endowed with a brain that can function optimally.

' H?wever, a ,child born with a perfectly healthy brain can become
retarded -as a result of deprivation of the essential social and psy-
chological factors in her/ his environment. -

Like Bijou, James Dobson categorizes these edrfonmental factors
of deprivation as cultural, maternal, and sensory. (12) Lacking these.
critical stimuli, the normal brain ofa child is not given the opportuni-
ty to develop: the brain's "interior environment" becomes deficient,
and the child as a consequence grows up mildly retarded. According
to The-President's Commission on Mental Retardation, only 25 pet-s

cent of mental retardation is caused biomedictilly. The remaining 75

I



percept is due to psychological, socio-environmental, and, or un-
known' reasons. (35),,Thiswould seem to indicate that most retarda-
tion can be treated if riot prevented. teachers in the Classrooncan
help.preverit an enormous waste of human potential by becoming.
sensitive to those causes that seem to be socially induced rather than
the" result Of ikmedical or inher,ited condition.

George Albee feels that our softy's approach to mental retarda-
lion has been grossly misdirected in emphasizing biomedical,

' research. ( I) With the exception of prenatal and' perinatal care of
rOthersz there is little that medical research can do to eliminate men-
tal retardation. He quotes Edward Ziegler of Yale 'University to sup-
poi; this:. k

We need simply to accept the generallyNecognized fact that
the gene pool of any population is such that there will always be
variations in thi: behavioral . . ekpresiion of virtually every
measurable trait or characteristic of man . .

Once oneadopts the position that-the familial,mental retar-
daie is not defective or pathological but is essentially a normal
individual of low intelligence, then ,the familial retardate no..
longer represents a mystery but, rather, is viewed as apirticular
,manifestation of the general developmental process.
Albee does not disregard the significant effects that detrimental en-

ironmental factors play but, rather, wants more research in educa-
tion and rehabilitation and less in.the psycho- and biomedical areas.
Only in cases where the damage is done from without, such as n lead
poisoning, can retardationhe biomed wally prevented. Children who
are retarded as a result Of perinatal difficultiesfor example.lan ins
jury at birth account f6r a small minority of all ietardatcs/(31/2-5
cent) 'and are usually severely, retarded (IQ t135 Stanford-Binet or
25-39 Wechsler);(35)

Why Study Retardation
Educators cats benefit professionally from acquainting the selves

with the mildly retarded student in the secondary school. 'St tlying
the mildly retarded can reveal a great deal about the learning process
itself. In addition to improving their general expertise, teachers will
find it facilitating to have a familiarity with retardation, as many
secondary teachers atone time or another Will probably have in their
classes a student who is mildly retarded. Sixty percent of all sewn-

1 t
3
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dary schools have qt least one mildly retarded student (6), and of the
total number of' relarded persons inThe lk5.(3 percent of the U.S.
population), 89 percent of t m are,Only nilldly retarded. Pvactica4
all retarded children
amining social altit
tuner. position' to se
students..

y uth in school are educable. (36Ny ex-
s toward retardation, teachers will be in a

how the school n help these and all ,niter

HOW WE SEE THE 'STUDENT
. 4

Social Attitudes
`k. .

I he treatment of the retarded person in the pa has not, been a
pleasant one. Historians record the Spartans' practice ofabandoning
weak, defective itkildren on mountainsides to die of exposure or fall
prey to animals. (8,13) It is more than likely that these children in-
eluded the retarded. We know that two centuries ago in North
America, people were, imprisoned, sometimes executed for being
p4isessed by a devil. Again, it seems prolible that the retarded rere'

. .

involved. any historians have pointed out thatsome of the pepons
ir,volved in the Massachusetts, witch trips may have beetiiit
retarded.

is easy to critieize smugly these past abuses, but the advance
history has not always meant more enlightened and humane attitudes'
tivwfard the retarded. Philippe Aries suggests just this. (2) For Aries
the middle class family unit as we know it today is a creation of the
e ghteentti and nineteenth 'eentdries-7protective of its et ldren;
sheltering them from the adult world, keeping them from adult work"
(and worth). The modern familyjhe describes has rigid expectations
of how its children are to live in anindiv idualistic, competitive world.,
I he family in Aries' ar n regime Europe before the Industrial
I evolution was ve different. Children were quickly groomed for

__adult roles. The retarded, often called "feeble- mindcd,tsimply
assumed roles they were capable of doing:" in The same way everyone

' else found appropriate tasks. Theinildly retarded
mal child found self-esteem through tote quiet veep
whose harsh exigencies and realities of wink wire the

10
.
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m job choice and weren:t often eclipsed by ,-,arental expectations of
ainbition,,and success. Very possibly the mildly retarded child in
eighteenteentury. Europe found society more tolerant of differences
and more adaptive in utilizing Adilalile skills than the American
child today. A wise use of history would be to fuse this sense of
tolerance born out of necessity with the Affierican experience of

'social mobility, resulting frdm wealt111

>,ComparatiVe
There have been very few systematic stddies of subnormal intellec-

tttal functioning in nonindustrial, societies,Flowever, one that does
Wow a humane treatment of the,thentady,rftArded in a nonindustrial
society is Eaton and Weirs stiwly;ot the H utterites in North'America.
( I4)T hese people of European descent are recorded as integtating all
their metybers into village life, t eserVing for the retarded members
roles that required little intellepi but were nevertheless esteemed since
they were necessary/ to the ,welfare of the community,
. As for an' industrial modeik there are the Scandinavian countries.

- 'An educator, Leopold Lippinhn. claims we.in the industri#1 societies
may be retarding the retarded by "oot allowing them to function in

. ...normal ways in society and thus never allowing them to develop nor-
mal patterns of behavior." (24) For Lippman. Europeans, have less
difficulty-with this if eeause of the more coopertive relatiCinship they
sethe:v.; ten the individual and society.

.
To/lay , ..

.,
Negative and untrue attitudes toward the mentally retarded per-,

suit, especially in'the area of criminal and sexually deitiant activities.
,Richard' Meile's' probability sample of Nebrkska had a design:that . i
surveyed peOple who wete representativs or the state as a Mule. "(26)
Some cut the findings 'of this survey appear 4 the next page.

Mostlesearah does not s,ubstatitiate tho' opinions. A study in .
Ohjos in 1972. for example. shows that, 83 percent of the, L898
graduates in a work-Study.,progra'rn for the mildly retarded are
emPloyedi(le) Studies show that mildly retardedstudents in regular

I. classes are not rejected by their normal classmates so iiiucli oo the. .

f, sof , .P
. I I

. ''
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-
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gr basis of intellectual limitationsWon the basis of heir all-too-often
lower sociovecoriomic status. (28)1hot they are in dly retarded is in
large part telatelcittoteir being pooiliTtiOtircularit f this dilemma

'trustrates. simr pl diutions.

Central Attitude Q colons
1 ' ...;"

+
4 . rgree D.Kt s.

.4. (Don't Know)
Mit' is an IINTe:s .. 59.0% ,.' 16 3%
rviii:M1 17.0 R6, I,'3. Criminals are MR 38 6 23.6

4 MR Inherited ), ." 1 ,'. 13.5 21'5
M5 Once MR always R 20 5

..
23.0

M* used by deciders to nervous' system 47.6 34.5
Pbot home env iro an 5? 1 16.4. .

'8. MR one of our me t ser s health problems 61 6 25 1
9 Most MR shot/114e in h spitals 4 23 8 16.1

4 10 Most * %soviet be better off in a special . l't.
hospital for then; t:

,u.., 37.5 20.0 ' i
I'Noit starred items)

Negate Stereotyping MR
D K Yes Maybe ; No

s 1 MR related to delinquency 1..0%, 0114%. 30.6% 46.4 %
-2 eljvorce . rt'l 2 ,

13.2

8 9 21.5 '55.7crime

3. !sex crim - ' ' 23.8 , 34.6 6.6'
4 drug addiction. 14 7' .15.1 22.9 6.0
5 alcoholism ," 12 5s, ..,. 12 2 2e ;:, 5
6 ., homosexuality 74.5.. '/.!6,2 '' a 32.2'
7. roblsery o f 7 3 w. 22.9 55.6
8 'Amide id.5, 48.2 28.8 , .37.8'
9 /murder t 15% 13.2 . 30 I *). 39.8

10 driving accidents 15.2 9 6 .',23..7 49.7
" 11 bUrglary 11,31, 6.5 .0 8 54.4

i ,

In contemporary American scwietywa large percentage of those
classified as retarded come from lower socio-economic and minority
groups. In fact, the mentally retarded, who account for 3 percent of
the U.S. population at large, account for 10 percent of those in U.S.,
jails. (48) This type of statistic suggests that the retarded may have
more difficulty than normal peoplein finding a secure place,in the
!o,nety. Religions throughout the world have for tenturies taught,the
wine ethic of mutual support a'nd cooperation, but civilizations in the

12
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past. as now, has* varied considerably in how they have practiced this
ethic in theircare for the depprident4oung, old, and handicapped.

Cross-cultural studies might also reveal the different effects
various child-raising practices have on the development of in-
telligence. Cross-cultural research into dietary itabits, for example,
may advance o4r understanding of organic disorders. lh symptoms
of which may include retardation. 4

Legal Rights
The legal right of the mildly retarded chtfd to an educatidi has only

recently been defined in the United States. During the early 1970's,
there were several court decisions which mandated that school
systems provide retarded children with an equal, free' education. Two
of these decisions' have set precedents for the nation's schools. In es-
sence the decisions are a continuation of the Warren Court's equal
protection interpretation o e FOurteenth Amcndm nt, which ad-
vanced the cause of gen al hu n rights ng the 1950's

and 1960's. Because the equal pr tection interpritation has been ex-
tended to apply to retarded,udents, schools art now o,Wiged to
provide equal access to differing resources for,differing objectives.

is entitled to a free, public education and
cational situation is most normal and

he 'cah 'learn most effectively. "Ap-
. Due process ataranteed to each stu-

of that the student belongs in a special-

This means that every chi
must be placed in whate er e
least restrictive so that s
propriateneo" is the key wo
dent with the burden Of pr
education situation lying with ttte school system, In the past it was the

parents who had to show cause. As with criminal conviction, the label
EMR (educable mentally retarded) or "mildly retarded" can carry
life-long stigma. School systems, in the future will have to exercise
great caution in affixing labels. Appropriateness and due process
procedures will not eliminate labels, but they will require that labels
be accurate. (49)

.These decisions will probably have a profound effect in that they
will make available to a large number of mentally retarded students a
better chance to obtain an education that appropriately prepares

4Ivania Associa.ion for Retarded Children v. Pennsylvania (Pa 1971)
Mills v &aid of f.dmeation of DC. (D C. 1972),

13
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them for independent adult life. As mentioned earlier, 60 pekcent of
a secondary schools have at least one mildly retarded student. (6) Of
the total number of mildly retarded students, 84.7 percent are
enrolled in secondary schools and constitute 1.4 percent of all secon-
dary school students. (27) There will be few schools not affected.

New legal protection for the mildly retarded is having a wide effect
on linguistic and racial minority groups. With the guarantee of due
process, Spanish-speaking parentsin Nelv Mexico and California
have challenged the fairness of tests that in the past have led to the
labeling of a disproportionately large number of their children as
niildly retarder). (49) In big-city school systems, too, there is
perhaps new hope for the disproportionate number of students who,
often due to their race, have been tracked as mildly retarded. (46) The
court decisions of the 1970's not only should ensure the mildly retard-

. ed theducation, they are entitled to, but equally as important, these
decisions may well pre%,ent the labeling of children as retarded when
the intention is not speci..41:-...3mpensatory.education but rather racial
and linguistic exclusion and isolation.

--.:3 Conclusion ..
... / ,

( In the past few decades there has been tremendeuiprogress toward
recognizing the mildly retarded student as a human being with needs
and interests more similar to than dissimilifrom those of any other
student. But ancient fears remain. The mildly retarded student has
been seen as an object of pity and charity, of ridicule and fear; as a
societal menacepreatening to contaminate "healthy"genes; and as a

,. holy innocent or child of God. (52) The effect of any of these labels on
the student is cleat,. They dehumanize and destroy a spirit that has no
teason to see her, himself as a "problem" until the majority of society
attaches 65. label In the past we have avoided any serious `thinking
on this,matter by sequestering the reldrdecgroin oar view. Advocacy
groups have demonstrated that isolating the mildly retarded in school
can be Illegal. Furthermore, advocacy groups have pointed out the
loss in human resources when the mildly retardtd are denied the
education they are capable of attaining. The ideal is a global ecology
that involves the welfare of all for the benefit of all. Ecology of this
sort will be achieved when the mildly retarded student- like anyone
else- is educated to her/ his level of highest competency, i.e.,
"appropriately."
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HOW THE STUDENT LEARNS

The Learnhig Process
The desire to educate All perionsnot out of noblesse oblige but

for the benefit of society as a wholehas fostered greater research
into the learning process. Interest in 'how the mildly retarded learn
has increased our awareness of how all students learn. Everyon
stands to benefit from this new knowledge:

Biomedical scientists, social scientists, behavioral scientists, and
educators alike want to know what it is we need to live socially, what
it is society require,s of us. The study of_mild retardation is helping us

better understand the nature and development of intellectual func-
tioning. In examining the learning process, we find a common,
tendency to equate intelligence with learning ability. However, this
conclusion has not been adequately shown by research to convince
everyone. ( IS) The dilemma for many. is that we can only measure in-
telligence by-sampling the skills and knowledge the individual has ac-
quired. Unwittingbrperhaps, we have defined intelligence in terms of
learning ability before est*blishing that there is a natural connectior.
Wittiout really understanding why, we measure intelligence and learr.-
ing ability in the same waty: gauging the difference in performance
between individuals who are following similar opportunitiei. Test
performance obviously depends on genetic/ maturational factors as
well as on experiential ones, but it is not clear how they can be
isolated. , -

There are two major learning theories about the mildly retarded
student: the "developmental" and the "difference" theories. (21) Ac-
cording to the developmental theory, the mildly retarded student'
passes through essentially the same cognitive levels as does the nor-
mal student, but at a slower rate. The difference theory holds, on the
other hand, that the mildly retarded student's cognitive processes are
essentially different from the normal student'sthat the difference its'
not jttst quantitative (rate of learning) but also qualitative(howiorte
learns). There is no definitive study proving or disproving .cjtticr\ "
theory; however, there are studies worth noting.

Several of these studies involve language. According to
Carroll, mental retardation provides a "slow motion piclytvlic
mal grammatical development." (10) He assert"; tha,tcla'retaracd .

, kr/4,,
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-child learns language in the same way as the normal ?.hild does-
through the perception ofpanerns and classifications. Language is
defined as a code, a system of patterns. Htowever, there have been no
definitive studies at this time thaiexplore the role of language M the
development of thought fathe retarded. Until there is a more precise
understanding of the development of language in relation- to the
development of general cognitive skills, it will be difficult to decide
whether or not retarded children learn qualitatively the same as
long as language is used as the basis for intelligence: testing.

In other studies there have been comparisons of the reading
abilities of mildly retarded students with normal mental age-mates.
(45) The critical deficiency of the mildly retarded was not in their level
of abstraction but rather in their verbal perfol.nance. Studies have
afso shown the mildly retarded student capable of significantcreative
thought. (34) Others have shown that a mildly retarded student's
attention span can be increased., '43)

In the area of intelligence performance-level andcapacity, it is dif-
ficult for anyone to speak with deep assuredness. Findings from
research have been growing rapidly in recent years, but to approach
the issties, adequately and comprehensively, anthropologists,
educators geneticists, psychiatrists, and psychologists all must
necessarily be involved. So proggress is slow and cumbersome.

Teather Education
Despite the attention given to learning theory, our present inability,

to account for hun.an needs and diversity remains paramount.
Reiearah has shown that of those people who fall between the ex.,
tremes of tQlevels;-it-is-impossible-to predict their indiVidual social
adaptability. (39) We continue to define normalcy in terms of in-
.tellect, and yet we know that both normals and subnormals can
equally well find acceptable social roles ic they ire not deternebY
sociely. 'Fimplys put, society needs to help the mildly retarded to
adapt.

, Better teactier education is ode way to refocus the teaching of the
mildly ,retarcra., That the competencies of special educators will
benefit all edhcatoris is not a new idea. The following statement* the .

National Sicietyor the Study of Educationlas made in 1950:
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. . .the methods which have been develoded for exceptional

children have'yiFIded,gratifying results in the education of all,
children. , . .We learn about the "..notmar- frog the "abnor-
mal." (30)

..

tiv ..x....
.

Just as our knowledge of the learning prboailiii eri loco :aged by a- ,
t.

.study of the retarded, so has our general teaching tichnology grown
to the benefit of all classroom saituations.._ Is

Ideas for teacher education ale numerous. Some feel,that special
education courses should be offerednOre widely. on. the tin-
dergradilate !evil to expose a greater, number of prospective teachers
to the many technologies utilized in this field. Special education
should have a great deal of practical emphasis on methods,iobserv,a- \ .
tion andideinonstration,- and student teaching. Basic child develop-

,

ment courses are essential. Practice teaching on a one-to-one basis
will help the education student achisye a greater awareness of 41-,
dividual diffetences and a more Plasonai, understandthg of the e

teaching process. It can also give the future teaAter a deeper ensitivi-
*-0 -..
..5 ty to student m'Otivation and interests. In addition to all t hese school-

oriented activities, community work should be considered. Working
directly in thecommunity outside the teacher-education school is
another way to become sensitive to the child's* Beds.

,The behasiioi'al technique of teaching the mildly retarded Should be

examined as a w to help the student secure essential academic and
social behaviotS. ccording to Sidney 4. Bijou, who baits his
opinion on the r earch of the last 45 years, classes following

i .

the behaxio" rat thcdellshourd include the following specific features:
I.) a motivational plan based-on positive reinforcemeilts, 2.) pro-
grammed instruction in the major academic subjects', ap1,3.) teach-
ers able to make the classroom environment conducive to academic
achievement as well as a pleasant, enjbyableplace to be!(4) Fore-
most in Bijou's Ihi,nking is that the tame principles of behavior
apply to the developMent of all Peopleretirded, 'normal, and
gifted. - .

.., ''
Finally, behavioral atilt biomedical research at univerra's should

. not be isolated from the technological research being carrier out by:
the education student; Teachers of the mildly retarded mast realiin in
touch with all developments inatolying cognition and, Irning
theories:-

.t
.

Ideally; teachers wants impart a knout edge that the student will
be able to grasp alid find useful for living. The more congruent the ex-

17
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pectations of teachers and students, the more easily learning will take
place. The "consistency hypothesis" shows that just as curric.!.dr,
physieaf, and psychologliag environments of the sche:1 operate
together, so do school, home, and peer env ironmen7,.'t 16) A set of ex-
pectations that reconcile conflict between :ire retarded student at

t school and the student outside .:::.oc.1 pbviousty has not been
developed. But if learning is-t- rake place, the mildly retarded student
must not have a 5e-rie.of gross personalnadequacy. In working
toward the goal of 14ther-Itudent contruence, teacher edusation
should stress that the!e is a continuous line along which all uman
beings have place for Orsonal g mtifjittio ficaifirl fulfUlment! Follow-
ing it*" =bunts bfh730,somezhools and tiCintnunities iriattempt-
ing to inaprove tiii self.cineRof the milquetarded student.

.. -1 A.," r.: .. -. ".i...
#.,
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;. MEE NG THE iciEgbt opf:::THE STUDENT
,

turrictilum and structlim
There -is rnuchielisagreement about special education classes for

retarded students. It is heat clear Whofiir 'special classes cost
o operate# than dot mainstreaming, the integrating of

E ficacy studies on,special education classes are for the-
, incht part in oncl ttsive they do pot rglly tip us about the effects.

of;ipecial placement oc he student ..Fitrthermore, the evidence is un-
intern e-because .thqe is no teneraf agreement to what coil-

csittote fie, needs and gethls forthe- mildly re ded student (31)
Stu e3 contradict one another as to wheth not students in
specijil education classes adjust br.ter perm!** and sricially than
those in integrated facilities. (44) ...' The nature of curriculant also varies among teachers. In the past .
mildly retarded students--like alrAudentswhave been lumped into
grouks, based on, I.Q. It ,might be Well, to restructure curricula ;
'along die lines of positively ilefuted alternative instructional
plograms. Students, for exarnple4could Ouped according to the
different ways they learn to read r tffl y current events. (38)

1' Categorical designations, Stich as E , dyslexia, etc., are the labels
of educational problemibut are ofili, e help, in setting up educational
programs. (37)
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Robert H. Bruininks examines three justifications for medal
educatiodhomogentous grouping, unique curriculum,-and spacial-
ly trained teachers. (7) Homolieneoulgrouping has been considered a
'way to minimize IQ differencesibrong students in a.'class;,Unfor-
tunately, grouping by IQ has led schools to consider mental refirda-
tion as a cause.of the student's problem rather than an indication of it.
Still worse, people who have advocated grouping by IQ assumed that
those with similar IQ's would have similar behavioral characteristics.
Bruininks concludes:

,
No available evidenF, supports the contention that special
classes intludethildren extfibhing similar educational needs, or
that such piwnents lead to grp-ater individualizatiotiof instruc-
tion. Uzeor nately, the assumption that Children with similar
intelligenc quotients also resemble each other closer on other
behavioral characteristics was seldon qtestioned in the develop- 4

ment and implementation of programs. t -

4 According to Bruininks, the two 'tither justifications, attic* 1 . .

curiculum and specially trained teachers, show a similar insensitivity J.
t%the real needs of the stkulent. Biuinin ks cites research to show that

'' neither one isia factor in helping special education meet the needs or , '
`the mildly retarded student. Before special education programs are
developed in the future, these traditional three justifications StliAllid
be verified. \,*

) o Bruininks believes that by applying two m r philofophical alter-
,

natives, normalization and individualizadca4on programs
for the mildly retarded gan be greatly improved. (7) ormalization

mudent to ea
was developed ,i 4 Si ndinavia; it seeks to expose the 6111 retarded

tine that is as norm"' is possib The Nor-
malization Law, passed-hy the Swedtsh parliament in 968, was a first
of its kind. Intesrestinglrendosh, it was drTh$t and lql, 'ed into law

. by a group of parents whti'were dissa4tisfief v.* curreats Their, i
draft, and the subs'eqtien? taw, would grant certain ,rights

Ato aj4s.

Swedish citizens as soon as they.are ca,plble of receiving them. These
rights are importani4nbugh to be listed in fulLa/ad they follow on-the
next page. To what theta U.S.tchools respect these "rights" would
be the subject of an int4esting udy. . 04

'' l`_ \
$ ,} i r

I

s / ' 4 .
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The right to a normal rhythm of day.
The right to a normal routine of life.
The right to a normal rhythm of year.
The right to a normal developmental experience

of the life cycle.
The right to.decide and choose for oneself.
The right to live . . in a bisexual world.

Thetright to normal economic standards.
The right to live, work, and play in what is

.deemed normal and humane for that society. (32) .

Individualization aims to adjust each program of study a closely
as possible to the unique and individual needs of each student. It isa
way of achieving normalization. Appropriateicurriculum and in-
struction are provided for the student through emphasizing nor--;
malization and individualization is pregrain development.

The MadisonSchool Plan in Santa Monica,California, is an ex-
ample of normalization. (47) This plan enables the free flow of
students between regular classes and the special classroom (learning
center") The plan eliminates traditional dual grouping except for ad-

. ministrative purposes. It also coordinates into the student's educa-
tion a continual assessment of the probtem areas that the mildly
retarded student. encountersfin the regular clastroom. Rather than

label6d, the mildly retarded are considered to be leathers in
various stages of preparation for re-entry into regular classrooms.

, 4,5

The Mimosa'Cottage Project in Parsons, Kansas, prepares retard-
ed children and youth fot normal community life by stressing an in-

)
instruction.dividualized approach to (11) As a result of the intznsive

personal carte 04 resident iaLcottage, these stndents(for the most part
mild lyretardedj san cone to live in anorrna ) community in a normal
way, FeW of )the n't were moderately or severely retarded, yet due to
personal deprivation their adaptability sk,:ls were below the level of
end pEndent living. For this reason the children and youth in this pro-

'ject were not in contact witli4iormals a., in The Madison,' Plan.
However, through individualized learning--ii.uch of it achieved by
programmed instructionthey were eventually able tojoin society.
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. Diagnosis
Proper diagnosis of the student is an essential part of a nv progYam.

Misjudgements at thit stage san'be disastrous. The student when
suspected of being mildly retarded is usually diagnosed in seiV1
general areas, including the following:

I. Perceptual skills I t
2 Learning

44t't 3. Cognitive skills
4 Personality
5. Social character
6. Physical coordination
Because diagnosing the mildly retarded student's needs has such an

important influence on the studeneveducation, large school systems
should have diagnostic prescriptive teachers. The ultimate-purpose of .1._

these teachers' work is to link remedial specialists. Because no one
profession or discipline contains all the expertise and knowledge
needed for an adequate diagnosis, no diagnosis can ever be con;
sidered final. (50) Another reason no diagnosis tail ever be con- .

sidered Final is that in the healthy school environment each strident is,
constantlyharning and, therefore, constantly changing and evolving..,
Fdr this reason clinical teaching requires that teachers become better
acquainted with testing so that they canjdentily' right in the
ciassroom the areas which are most critical to the student. In effect,
diagnostic clinical teaching offers a means for.the teacher to look for
learning differences asley develop in the classroom itself. (42) The
homogeneous class neVer really did exist because there has always
been wide variation 9mong students in a single class. Educational
diagnosis is geared for this diversity and is perhaps a more sentive
method of examination since diagnosis can occur in an actual tarn-
ing setting.

As a result of the court decision in the early 1970's, the burden of
proving a student td`be retarded lies with the school system. This is
not a simple task. Research findings in each of the six major
diagnostic areas are far from definitive as the section on the learn-
ing process indicates. Furthermore it' is clear that la the nildly
retarded there arQiume areas where there exist no instruments fOr
assessment These areas for Donald 1. McMillan are the following:
I) expectation of failure, 2) tendency to decrease effort following

4
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failure, and kiiependency on external rather than on internal rein-
forcements. (25 'iliability-to-measu-re-thestlareas;=and-lhiiOugh-\, mess in meas rig others, leads many edutatort to consider
mainstreami , oinormalization, as a way of ensuring adequate
education for all.

f

r !The study of tests has continued since Alfred Binet first develnped
an intelligence test in 1905 and is by no means resclved. Milton V.6
Wiseland classifiekhe tests used tOay, gives reasons forselectinge
various types ortests,and elaborates on their unique valiflities.
His study is a thorough review of the many intelligence tests a
useful study for the educator- diagnostician. It is also of imr rtance
to all teachers. At .the heart of the controversy over the validity pf

wtests is how better ways can be found to place the student in t) ap-
'propriate classroom setting. .

The mildly retarded have the right to an education Which will help
them develop three areas: I) eo*.iitive, 2) affeetive; and
3) vocational. The cognitive development of the mildIy retarded
should be pursuea despite the disagreement on how stucents barn. In ,

general tlitimildly retarded are capable bf learning enough math and
reading to lead a normal life. Frequently, special classes nave failed',
because they have focused on cognitive variables to the exclusion of
the other two'areas affective and../ocational. Despite the methods
of assessment and types of curricula .that have been developed; iden-
tifying and measuring the affective developmenk of 'the student
remains ex tremely elusive for the diagnostician. The affectiv in
concerns the emotional and social growth of the student d
elusively related to the concept of selcand, ultimately, learning
itself, The vocational development of the mildly retarded should be 1

the least ambiguous part of their education. They need to learn job
Skills for adult life. there have been no studies showinghhe mildly
retarded as a group to be uncooperal ive or irrespoagible in their jobs.
Findings from The President's Committee,on Employment of the
Handicapped suggest the opposite.

22 t'.'.'.
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Those Who Help
t

The Teacher
Mildly retarded students, as well as some others, have frequently

experienced educational situations which have allowed for little, if
any, success. Failure very often prevails. As a result the temptation to
seek any fulfilling esteem model at all has led to criminal behai/ior
and, hence,. to detention in correctional institutions. Teachers have
an immense responsibility = in fostering the healthy growth of their
students.in the classroom.

The growth of students is also affected in an important way by the
total school environment. For this reason, the teacher should be.ac-
quainted with the other aspects of school life and how they influence
the total student. g

For.example, what are the student's opportunities to participate in
extracurricular activities, such as athletics? is the otherwise qualified
retarded student. discouraged from varsity sports? What sort of
feelings do administrators and counselors project? Are there paid 1'
paraprofessional aides qualified to work with the mildly retarded?
Their extra help caw contribute enormously to the teacher's in-
dividualizing efforts. Extra care should be taken in selecting curricula
for the mildly retarded, To compensatefOr their learning at a slower
rate, theturriculum hould be directed to more specific goals that are
clearly related to th community outside the classroom.

The Administrator
Administrators have a role of obvious importance in the education

of tlie retarded student. It is Yrequently administrators wit.? have the
final authority on making school policy concerning materials,
methods, 'and curriculum alternatives. Many problems retarded
students face in school that seem inherent in the system and therefore
unsolvable can be resolved with the proper administration. For ex-
ample, a school that stresses group competition to the exclusion of in-
dividualized progress and evaluation is not suitable for many slow
learners as well as normal but nonagressive ones. To alleviate con-
flict like this, administrators might be encouraged to examine the
value structure underlying their school. In this way needed change
could be initiated at the decision-making level of the system itself.
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The Community
Outside the school, there are many ways the mildly retarded stu-

dent can he helped. The teacher should be acquainted w,ith them.
Much of the student's self-esteem that is vital, to classroom learning
must in Urge part be nurtured outside the school after school hours.
The teacher can and should have an influence in this.

Games and art can enhance students learning by making them
more confident. more interested in learning and living. Frequently
these learning activities are offeied in community centers that'are
opefated either by government or parent groups. Dance is one learit--
ing activ ity that ha; beeteused quite successfully in the past. (9) A ma-
jor reason for its success i.sNpthat .it: involves several disciplines
simultaneously and. therefore, engages the total person. It offers a
constructive way to channel conflict and hostility. By:encouraging
self - expression. dance shows mildly retarded students sometimes
for the first time in their lives-- the pleasure of involvenient with
others. With self-awareness comes awareness of others. Healthy,
joyful attitudes which arc fostered in creative movement classes can
help children in subsequent years at school. It is harder to involve
older students in thince than younger ones. However, if theyCan be-
snow n the thattirity of the activity. many hesitations may be over-
come. Play acting. music. athletics all constituent parts of creative'
movement can be pursued separately with equal success in the
community.

Games and crafts are other activities available in the community,
Many,

I
educatbrs feel that games can help students learn to develop

judgements of themselves and others. (18) Games also give students
the experience of helping others and, thereby, provide students the
means tylcirn important social skills. Another, educator writes that '
games are particularly suited for the mildly retarded as games employ °'

repetitiveness, definiteness, and simple vocabulary: (41) Ottles in
this sense not only encourage learning and conceptual development
but also help relieve a student's anxiety in the community or school.

Role playing is widely used in school systems. It is an especially
aluable means of learning as itcan connect classroom activities with

. .

° ,,," similar community activities.
The educator should keep in mind that these learning activities in

the community facilitate the development of heakhy self.conceNs for
all students at all levels of functioning not only,for the retarded or

-24
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handicapped. All students, regardless of diagnoses, need 'a balance of
expressive and cognitive activities to,a ttain a positive sense of self. As
prey iously mentioned in thiereport. research has begun to determine ,.
that each person is a composite of,cOgnitive, affective, and 'manual
skills who possesses at least a modicum of each. Tote contributions
that learning activities such as games and role playingmake to the
whole person should be understoocLby III educators

- ..'
Teachers can encourage positive attitudes toward the mildly,

retarded student on the pad of otker professionals in the community.
. .

One study shows that many oba.tricians and pediatricians need to
deal more skillfully. with the crnOviotia I crises that frequently arise in a
family when a child is first identified as retarded. Positive attitudes

, .

need to begin the day that identification is made much of this
depends on the doctor's approach. Physicians need to become c,

more familiar with the educational and social services available for
the fUthre development of the child., (22) ,?

.

The Parer. ,.:

,Of critical importance to the child's humap development -is each
. . .

parent's attitude toward mental retirdation. Sodietimes teacher visits
to the home or to a parent's place,of work are necessary as Istarter.
Many parents unconsciously resent their child and clasp understand,
the, nature and characteristics of retardation. Asa consequence,
parents like this ca n be ovrproteciive. with the result of keeping their
child at an infantile level of dependkncy as a ,ay of comp.ensatiou.

. ' The child, on the other :land. can sense the parent's latent' hostility
=and can respond ambivalently and at, times With unpredictable
rashness, which only further exacerbates the hostility., ant( mis-
understrding on both s.de3. Teacher reports shOw that parents'at-

t titudes reflect that of the community at tai*,,,Although they may
have greater familiarity, parents may not have a greater tmilerstant!-

1... ing of the situation. ' ' '

t Teachers should expect Parents to be defensivewhen'approaeheil.
If possible, teachers could clo a gfeat service by organii..ng parent
study-groups. There are many questions parents will have;_and many
will involVe special- 14 nowladge, such as appropriateness of
curriculum, job placement, 'Malicial aid, and'the whereabouts of ad-
vocacy groups. The National Special Education Information Center,
Washington, D.C., is a project of the U.S. Office of Education:

.
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Bureau Of the Handicapped. It has established regional centers
t h roughouti he Anon t, :elp parents find services frff their children.

Sometimes the student should live away from home. In the past
there have been-land there_still areresidential institutions for the
mildly retarded. it is essintial that these institutions prepaie the stu-
dent for a normal life and fore -entry into society. In recent years,
group homes and half-way houses have beconircnore common.
Ideally they should help the student lean to livetwith others in an at-
inosphere of mutual respect:which often is tragically missing in the
child's natural home. Croup homes are allover the country: The
National Association for Retarded Citizens has publisheda booklet,.

`giving guidelinesfor residential alternatives. (29)

The Employer
Many mildly retarded students are aware of the hostility they will

face in the world of work: They know-4rom visits to shops that
merchants frequently look on them with uncertainty and distrust.

to These students can easily Come toconsider employment an unlikely
prospectiand need the assurance that someone is follt*ing them
through in their search for employment. Unfortunately-, parents fre-
quently do not1know what resources are available to assist their

child's job search.
.. s ,

'Schbols should hive gliidancr counselois who ser.ve as a link
' between classroom ieacheri and work -study specialists. To succeed
this prdcess mustbe totally cooNinated. The Preidenes qrnmitteeiC \ ,' on Employment ofthe Handicapped, Washington/D. .,..has statei ',. contact I epresentatives throughout the nation for further assistance.

:

0,

Conclueion , .
.

The qqality of 'learning in the classroom is what direc'tiy.concerns
Nen teaCher. Thisleacning process, liktthe student, can onlybe un-

,detstood ih ts-totality. Research on'the mildly retarded student
cnecessarily inyolves ,one teacher in Kith theoretical and socio-

"env ironmental cicerns, smut of which may lieunfamihar territpri,
..; .

real
,

iThe v ork of the litacher is immense, but in a real sense its final wept
will ouly,, be realized when it succeeds in *involving the enttfe,

4 ,Crillirlitinityl, f k ( .
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LISTENING Ta,THE STUDENT

Thc truisnis are many: the mildly retarded student needs h 1p and
understanding: the student doesn't need sympathy, just the e al
chance for a normal, generative adulthood. Studies documenting the"----

.41eed and plight of the mildly retarded are all too familiar. But it is
equally important to see these student's in situations where they'have
demuntrated d\gnity and courage, even in times of great stress and
peril. R °bin Perske cites incidents when the mildly retarded lave ex-
hilinedluperior qualities of heroism and altruism. (33)

Anne Marie Henshel has studied the mildly retarded in an instruc-
tive way, (16) She has recorded their voices.talking about their
"retarded' condition. Helen and Clark. both young adults classified
as mildly retarded. are twoarnong those she interVie.,:cd. The account
hpeaks foj them.

Helen

N
The main problem that she [Helen] oncountered, which she

belabored throughout the interviews, wab that the label"Special Ed."
placed her in an unacceptable category. How do other students know
who is in Special Education? They change classes when the bell
rings, and they have different classes. you know. And when you go
out in the hall and get a drink of water,ithey can't help but know
where you come from. They have one class for us and one class for .
brain-damaged . . they know where you come from." The inception
of all problems: high visibility. Then the reactions of the other
students, that is. the normals: "Someone says, 'Hello, stupid.' and
thay say. 'See that girl over there she is Special Ed.' Not only Were
they called "Special Ed." and "stupid." but also"mental retardates," a
label which she totally rejected. They could have called her anything
t7ut that! And the vicious circle kept spinning: "I like Kathy, but all
the others. they don't like me. They don't want to be seen with me
'cause'She is in Special Ed.' or something like that. People, they don't
like Special Ed. people. and they don't want to be with them." In ad-
dition to the stigma and the rejection, there was also the danger of
delinquency. As she explained: "They'll come up and say. 'Hey.
Special Ed.' and if they do that I'll just pop off and hit her." And she
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went on to detail come fights in which she had been involved. Helen is
thus terribly conscious of her sp-2blems: extremely lucid, she has
figured out all the painful angles.

:***** ***** r1.1

And at the time of the third interview, when she was living at the
hallway house, she spoke of one of her school friends: "Well, she'd tell
your . . what she thinks; you know, that I'm not re Ily retarded."
Although Helen Often uttered the terrible woisds,"mental retardate,"
,;he rejects the relevance of the label for herself: the others may be
retardates, but she is not. Obviously, anyone so labeled by fellow
students would have doubts: Helen has doubts, too. She wonders . . .

but Kb The reality is too terrible to accept.

Clark
E nsconced in a stable and quite independent life style, Clark seems

well situated and fairly content He assesses himself objectively and
positively: "Well, I get along with everybody. I make friends. I'm
pretty good, I mean, yu know. We all have our ways. We have our
good was and bad yays.4. He does become annoyed by his aunt's
constant fear that he will make a poor decision: he has even kept the
idea of mov ing,to California from her becaitse he is sure she would
fret and worry. She was, at the time of the interviews, nagging him
because she thought he' was planning to move in with people who
"would lead me wrong. But 1.knowthat, I ain't going to move in, you
knokw, with the wrong people.*1 know that." As further testimony to
Clark's good sense and easygoing but determined nature, we offer
this quote:c I'll Listen to an older person, you know, they know better
tha,i I do, but I can make my own decisions. I know what's right and
wrong Well, they don't see quite like I do, but if I make up my mind
to do someihing I'm going to do it."
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